
STEVE TIERI
EAGER TO DISCOVER A CHALLENGING  OPPORTUNITY TO PROMOTE MY PERSONAL GROWTH

AND VALUE THROUGH THE PROCESS OF GATHERING CRITICAL FOUNDATIONAL EXPERIENCES. 

ABOUT ME 
Compassionate, creative and effective with valuable experience in
professional development and project planning. Equipped with an extensive
background in versatile work environments. A student-centric instructor,
academic facilitator and motivator. Competent at performing independently
or as member of a team. Well-versed and thrives in a productive environment.

WORK EXPERIENCE

774-230-5115

stevetieri@charter.net

www.stevetieri.com

www.linkedin.com/in/stevetieri

EDUCATION

Master of Education, M. Ed.
Fitchburg State University
Fitchburg, MA

Bachelor of Science,
Mass Communications:
Television Production

Emerson College
Boston, MA

Tantasqua Regional  & West Bridgewater High School Fiskdale, MA
6/2004 - present 

Worked cooperatively with stakeholders (other teachers, administrators and
parents) to help students reach learning objectives and providing proper reporting.
Fostered team collaboration with diverse learners through group projects.
Led a diverse group of project members to meet deliverables on time and budget.
Communicated comfortably with project stakeholders by providing updates and
team feedback, as well as discussing various instructional strategies. 
Comfortable providing updates to project stakeholders, providing team feedback.
Kept students on-task with proactive behavior modification and reinforcement
strategies while insuring students meet established metrics along a set timeline. 
Incorporated multiple types of teaching strategies and transferring knowledge.
Incorporated exciting and engaging activities to achieve student participation and
hands-on learning.

Media/Television Production Instructor

Southbridge Community Television
Producer/Videographer/Editor

Established and adhered to detailed production schedules for over 100 projects.
Collaborated with team members to develop content and message of over 1000
hours of footage.
Edited videos and rearranged shots to match creative or production requirements.
Adjusted and controlled video equipment, composing and framing shots.
Participated in creative meetings to assist in developing ideas and defining project
deadlines.
Edited content in real time at events to deliver high-quality media content within
short timeframes.
Played key role in facilitating projects and contributing to every stage of video
production.
Reviewed and edited video by selecting best combination of performance,
sequencing and timing to tell story.
Managed projects and workflows for creation of over 100 videos.

Southbridge, MA
6/2016 - 5/2019 

Venture Community Services
Marketing Coordinator

Boosted brand awareness with target customer demographics with print and email
campaigns.
Coordinated creation and deployment of videos and other marketing collateral.
Helped to promote the accomplishment of marketing goals by planning and assisting
with the development of event strategies and tactical plans to support fundraising
events for co-workers and community members to attend.
Revitalized web content with new and interesting content.
Assembled and coordinated marketing materials preparation, printing, binding,
shipping and delivery.
Proofread marketing documentation to check for spelling, grammar and syntax errors.
Organized contacts and orchestrated innovative fundraising campaigns to boost
awareness and engagement.
Worked with vendors to complete projects according to schedule and specifications.
Created press releases and announcements and newsletter articles.

Sturbridge, MA
08/2002 -05/2004 

SKILLS

ATTRIBUTES

Time management and Organization
Communication and Flexibility
Project management
Student Motivation/Engagement
Foster Positive Learning Environments
Creative Collaboration
Audio and Video Production
Creative Visualization and Development
Originality and Creativity
Advertising and Marketing Videos
Creation of Instructional Materials
Technological Integration
Task Master/Efficiency Expert

CompTIA A+ ce and PC Pro certified. 
Project Management: Delegation,
training, multiple tasks on time and
budget, quality assurance.
Sandbox: Team player, easy to work with,
good sense of humor, encouraging,
positive, patient, problem- solving,
relationship management.
Communication: Interpersonal  and
communicates effectively in written and
oral form with business leadership,
marketing, creative, and technical roles.
Work Ethic: Dedicated, talented, quick to
help, problem solver, motivated,
dependable, adaptable, collaborative, 
 organized, manages and delivers multiple
projects in a fast-paced, deadline driven
environment.
Projects : Commercials, sales  and
marketing, corporate,  educational and
training, medical, events.
Technical: Tech Support/Troubleshooting
-Maintenance of PC and Mac platforms.


